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Global Scale 

600+ 
Cities 

65+ 
Countries 

11B+ 
Cumulative Trips 



Engaged User Base 

75M+ 
Active riders 

3M+ 
Active drivers 

15M+ 
Trips per day 



We share many of the same 
goals as the 600 cities we 
serve, and are committed to 
addressing the same 
challenges: reducing 
individual car ownership, 
expanding transportation 
access and helping 
governments plan future 
transportation investments. 

Dara Khosrowshahi 
CEO, Uber 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MAX_and_bus_side-by-side_on_Portland_Mall,_5th_&_Yamhill.jpg




How do we shift movers toward more efficient, shared, & active modes? 
Emissions per passenger -mile comparisons across modes 

carbon per passenger-
mile of driving by yourself 

1.5x 
worse 

Twice 
as good 

Personal, 
driving 
alone 

Shared, 
pooling 

Shared, 
public 
transit 

Active 

1x0.5x0 1.5x 

SOURCES: US government agencies including BTS, DOE, EIA, ORNL and EPA 



What if? 



Making shared, electric mobility the default 









Driving platform efficiency 

Rider-driver GPS  
matching 

“Forward dispatch” 

Trip swap technology 

Pre- & rematch  
technology 

J UMP 

Pool 

Expres s  Pool 

UberXL 

High-capacity  
Vehicles 

Split-fare 

Multi-des tination  
trips 

Smart routing 

Aggres s ive driving  
notifications 

Vehicle-to-trip right-s izing 

Driver  TCO optimization 

Vehicle upgrade initiatives 

Zero-tailpipe modes : EVs ,  
e-bikes  and e-s cooters 

FEWER FULLER MORE EFFICIENT BY DESIGN 
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Solutions 
Opportunities to partner to deliver innovative transit solutions to your customers. 

Accessible transit 

Uber can provide accessible 
transportation options for 
people with disabilities and 
special needs with scheduled 
or on-demand sedans or 
wheelchair accessible 
vehicles. 

• Paratransit: we can partner 
with you to support existing 
paratransit programs, or work 
with you to develop a new 
offering. 

Complementary 
transit 
Extend the reach of public 
transit. 

• First - and last -mile: help 
riders get to or from transit 
stops and hubs. 

• Late -night / guaranteed 
rides home: offer riders a 
TNC alternative when transit 
isn’t an option. 

• Transit / food deserts: help 
riders get to where they need 
to go where transit isn’t 
available. 

On-demand public 
transit 
Launch microtransit in your 
city with Uber’s technology 
powering the trips. 

• Shared rides: leverage 
Uber’s carpooling technology 
to offer an on-demand shared 
transit option - either in a 
sedan, wheelchair accessible 
vehicles or high capacity 
vehicles. 

Analytics and 
insights 
Track how your program is 
running with trip data. 

• Dashboards: access key 
metrics and data via a self -
serve dash. 

• Data tools: highlight the 
impact of transit, and plan 
smarter policies with Uber’s 
open data and interactive 
tools. 

Public transit 
integration 
Help new customers choose 
transit by including it in the 
Uber app. 

• Journey planning: provide 
real-time transit data and 
routes in the Uber app 

• Mobile ticketing: enable 
riders to purchase public 
transit tickets in the Uber app 
(coming in spring) 



Potential Transit Benefits 
Uber’s unique value proposition 

Increase ridership 
Tap into Uber’s extensive active 
rider base to offer innovative 
transit solutions via the Uber app. 

Leverage Uber’s dedicated 
marketing team has significant 
experience growing a B2C brand 
and building awareness for new 
products. 

Lower your costs 
Tap into Uber’s ability to increase 
or decrease supply providing 
services based on demand to 
reduce the cost of underutilized 
vehicles. 

Use Uber’s existing technology to 
reduce spend on transit software. 

Improve customer 
experience 
We’ll work with you to meet 
customer needs, 

with a dedicated Account 
Manager to help implement a 
great transit program. 

By partnering with us, you’re 
getting access to a product team 
who are focussed on iterating on 
transit products to better suit your 
requirements. 

Extend the reach of 
transit 
Provide services where transit 
currently isn’t available, or at 
times when it’s not available. 

Leverage data from a partnership 
with Uber to feed into future 
transit planning and better reach 
customers in future. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bszvEIMVsIc


Case studies 



Extending Night Tube 
LONDON 

Decreased 
pickups 

Increased 
pickups 



On-Demand 
Public Transit 
Innisfil Transit, Canada 

In May 2017, Uber launched a partnership with Innisfil to create 
a  dynamic  trans it network  (they  had  no exis ting  trans it sys tem).  
The partnership  involves  the town subs idizing e very ' Innis fil  
Trans it'   trip at a  price  comparable  to other trans it   networks  
(C$3 - C$5).  

Before engaging  Uber, the  town  had hired  a consulting  firm  to  
help  as sess  their trans it   needs .   They were  quoted  >$600k  
annually  to s et up  a s ingle  fixed route bus  line  in the town.  

Uber  is   able  to  provide  a  better  s ervice that provides  access  to  
transportation for  more people,   at a  fraction of  the cos t ($100k  
in comparison).  

This  year  the town  has  s igned a deal  with  Uber  to  expand  their   
partnership  by adding  two new  flat fare des tinations .  

Further information:  Uber webs ite  

This worked for us, and we're thrilled… If we 
were to try to offer the service that we offer now 
— so 24 hours a day, to any resident in the 
municipality — it would cost $8 million, so 
there’s absolutely no way we could have done 
that. 
Cr Lynn Dollin, Deputy Mayor of Innisfil (via CBC) 
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https://www.uber.com/cities/innisfil/partnership/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/innisfil-uber-public-transit-1.4577331


First/Last Mile and 
Late Night Service 
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA), Florida 

Direct Connect 

In February 2016, Uber partnered with the Pinellas Suncoast 
Transit Authority (PSTA) to create a “first mile, last mile” 
solution to provide reduced -cost rides to and from designated 
Direct Connect locations. 

Direct Connect includes trips from 24 eligible locations and will 
be in operation daily, from 6am – 11pm. This makes it easier 
than ever to affordably combine the convenience of Uber with 
public transportation. 

Transportation Disadvantaged Late Shift 

The PSTA Transportation Disadvantaged program is aimed at helping 
low-income, unemployed residents overcome transportation barriers 
to employment. With this new program, riders can request up to 23 
free rides per month between the hours of 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. Rides 
must be to a place of employment or residence. 

Trips are ordered via PSTA’s call centre, and centrally dispatched 
through the Uber Central booking platform. PSTA receives data on 
the trips taken and is billed on a monthly basis. 



Accessible Transit 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
(MBTA), Boston 

The MBTA pilot program with Uber offers an on -demand transit 
service to RIDE paratransit customers. You can book trips right 
from your smartphone, instantly. Riders are able to enjoy the 
following benefits: 

● Fares as low as $2. 
● Shorter wait times. 
● Instant, same-day booking. 
● Faster trips. 
● Access to wheelchair -accessible vehicles. 

This program has reduced the average per-trip cost from $46 to 
$13 (overall program); however, it has also increased the 
popularity of the service, increasing usage significantly. MBTA 
has estimated a net savings of about 6% resulting from the new 
service. By capping the per -trip subsidy, they have successfully 
produced net savings. 

This pilot is an innovative way to 
expand the availability of 
accessible vehicles through the 
use of existing technology ... 
Stephanie Pollack, 
MassDOT Secretary and CEO 



Accessible Transit 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
(MBTA), Boston 

1. Enter your destination 
Once activated as an eligible RIDE customer, riders can open 
the app and enter their destination. 

2. Request 
Request a ride via the uberX option for a 4 -door sedan, the 
uberPOOL option for a shared ride, or the uberWAV option for 
a wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

3. Ride easy 
You’ll pay the first $1 of uberPOOL trips and the first $2 of 
uberX and uberWAV trips, and the MBTA will cover the 
remainder of the fare, up to $40*. You will cover anything 
additional and will be shown the total amount you owe at time 
of request. 
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